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Loosely based on the Odyssey, this landmark of modern literature follows ordinary Dubliners
through an entire day in 1904. Captivating experimental techniques range from interior
monologues to exuberant wordplay and earthy humor.
Romeo and Juliet in Plain and Simple EnglishA Modern Translation and the Original
VersionCreateSpace
Romeo Montague dies for Juliet and his spirit chases her through time. He awakens in this age
on a volcano in Hawaii where he meets a wise Zen Master who teaches him about the modern
world. Sadly for Romeo though, there is no sign of his beloved wife, Juliet. As the years pass,
his memory of Juliet fades. Yet one day, Romeo logs into an Internet chatroom and meets a
beautiful young actress by the name of Emilie. For some mysterious reason, both fall in love
almost instantly. Romeo slowly comes to realize this intelligent, shy, and alluring young woman
is his wife, Juliet -- now reincarnated as the famous Hollywood starlet, Emma Gallant. As the
two star-crossed lovers recount their past lives in ancient Egypt and Atlantis, they must fight
through many obstacles before they can meet again.
A tragedy written early in the career of playwright William Shakespeare about two young 'starcrossed lovers' whose deaths ultimately unite their feuding families. It was among
Shakespeare's most popular plays during his lifetime and is one of his most frequently
performed plays. Today, the title characters are regarded as archetypal young lovers. She is
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only fourteen, he is only a few years older. Their families are bitter enemies, sworn to hatred.
Yet Romeo and Juliet meet and fall passionately in love. Defying their parents' wishes, they are
secretly married, but their brief happiness is shattered by fate.
A retelling in rhymed couplets of Shakespeare's tragedy of ill-fated young lovers is
accompanied by illustrations from the author's second-grade class.
A modern version of Romeo and Juliet, given differing cultural assumptions and changes in the
English language. It also includes passages from Hamlet, Macbeth, Titus Andronicus, Antony
and Cleopatra, and Julius Caesar.

Now You Too Can Understand Shakespeare. Modern English side-by-side with
original text includes study notes and stage directions. For the first time collected
in one volume, Shakespeare's original play side-by-side with an accurate line-byline modern English translation, along with stage directions, study notes and
historical facts to aid understanding. The original innuendos, political satire, puns
and bawdy humour are retained, (usually skipped or glossed over in other
translations) bringing the work to life for scholars, students, actors prepping for a
performance, or lovers of the work to enjoy today without flicking back and forth
for lengthy explanations. Additional study notes by former QI researcher and
translation verified by historical consultant to the BBC and major movie
companies. As an eight year old boy, SJ Hills read the first part of a simplified
version of Macbeth in a children's comic. He rushed to the library to finish the
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story only to learn he couldn't understand the original work. So began a lifelong
dream of making Shakespeare understandable for all, down the the smallest
detail, enlisting the help of the world's most renowned researchers from BBC TV
series, QI, to aid him. Please note - this work may not be suitable for readers
under 12 years old due to bawdy innuendo. See also Macbeth Translated,
Hamlet Translated and Midsummer Night's Dream Translated by SJ Hills.
'The Tempest', a short and juicy play, encapsulates many of the dramatic
elements that delight admirers of the Shakespearean oeuvre: betrayal, good
spirits, evil relations, loyal friends, dramatic plot twists, terrible weather and, of
course, love. The play is entertaining and introduces timeless themes such as
redemption, the nature of the soul, magic and the supernatural, and art's imitation
of life (and vice versa). The story itself shows us the essence of the traditional
Italian commedia dell'arte. Yet Shakespeare perplexes many modern readers.
Students in English classes across the country are asked to read literature which
is, in essence, written in a foreign language. This modern English translation is
not only accurate but is also fluid and natural, allowing it to easily be read on its
own or performed on stage. The original five-act structure has been preserved,
with a one-to-one correspondence between each original line and each
translated line. As opposed to word-by-word translations or annotated versions of
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the original script, the present book provides a natural language translation.
Greece in the age of Heroes. Patroclus, an awkward young prince, has been
exiled to the kingdom of Phthia. Here he is nobody, just another unwanted boy
living in the shadow of King Peleus and his golden son, Achilles. Achilles, 'best of
all the Greeks', is everything Patroclus is not - strong, beautiful, the child of a
goddess - and by all rights their paths should never cross. Yet one day, Achilles
takes the shamed prince under his wing and soon their tentative companionship
gives way to a steadfast friendship. As they grow into young men skilled in the
arts of war and medicine, their bond blossoms into something far deeper despite the displeasure of Achilles's mother Thetis, a cruel and deathly pale sea
goddess with a hatred of mortals. Fate is never far from the heels of Achilles.
When word comes that Helen of Sparta has been kidnapped, the men of Greece
are called upon to lay siege to Troy in her name. Seduced by the promise of a
glorious destiny, Achilles joins their cause, Torn between love and fear for his
friend, Patroclus follows Achilles into war, little knowing that the years that follow
will test everything they have learned, everything they hold dear. And that, before
he is ready, he will be forced to surrender his friend to the hands of Fate.
Profoundly moving and breathtakingly original, this rendering of the epic Trojan
War is a dazzling feat of the imagination, a devastating love story, and an
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almighty battle between gods and kings, peace and glory, immortal fame and the
human heart.
Now You Too Can Understand Shakespeare. Modern English side-by-side with
original text includes study notes and stage directions. For the first time collected
in one volume, Shakespeare's original play side-by-side with an accurate line-byline modern English translation, along with stage directions, study notes and
historical facts to aid understanding. The original innuendos, political satire, puns
and bawdy humour are retained, bringing the work to life for scholars, students,
actors prepping for a performance, or lovers of the work to enjoy today without
flicking back and forth for lengthy explanations. Additional study notes by former
QI researcher and translation verified by historical consultant to the BBC and
major movie companies. As an eight year old boy, SJ Hills read the first part of a
simplified version of Macbeth in a children's comic. He rushed to the library to
finish the story only to learn he couldn't understand the original work. So began a
lifelong dream of making Shakespeare understandable for all, down the the
smallest detail, enlisting the help of the world's most renowned researchers from
BBC TV series, QI, to aid him. Please note - this work may not be suitable for
readers under 12 years old due to bawdy innuendo. See also Macbeth
Translated, Romeo and Juliet Translated and A Midsummer Night's Dream by SJ
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Hills.
The Tragedy Romeo and Juliet is about love between a young man and woman
from two feuding families, the Montagues and the Capulets. The authenticity of
this story is not confirmed, but historical signs and life motives from the Italian
background of the plot tell that there was a certain truth in a sad story about
lovers from Verona. Romeo and Juliet is the most famous tragedy of
Shakespeare, e.g. everybody heard this line: “For never was a story of more woe
Than this of Juliet and her Romeo.”
A classic Shakespearean tragedy, Romeo and Juliet is the tale of two starcrossed young lovers who dare to defy their feuding families, put aside all
obstacles, and find happiness together - but at a tremendous cost. This grimly
beautiful tale, set in Renaissance Italy, follows Romeo and Juliet from their fateful
first meeting to their last. Manga Classics brings you this incredible manga
version of William Shakespeare's most popular play, with FULL, ADAPTED
MODERN ENGLISH text for easy reading!
'And when I shall die, Take him and cut him out in little stars.' This collection of
Shakespeare's soliloquies, including both old favourites and lesser-known pieces,
shows him at his dazzling best. One of 46 new books in the bestselling Little Black
Classics series, to celebrate the first ever Penguin Classic in 1946. Each book gives
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readers a taste of the Classics' huge range and diversity, with works from around the
world and across the centuries - including fables, decadence, heartbreak, tall tales,
satire, ghosts, battles and elephants.
The Tempest is a short play...and a confusing one. There is no one single central plot
(there are three main plots that alternate throughout the story). Long story short: it's
easy to get lost! And the Shakespearean language doesn't help. If you have struggled
in the past reading Shakespeare, then BookCaps can help you out. This book is a
modern translation of The Tempest. The original text is also presented in the book,
along with a comparable version of both text. We all need refreshers every now and
then. Whether you are a student trying to cram for that big final, or someone just trying
to understand a book more, BookCaps can help. We are a small, but growing company,
and are adding titles every month.
A sweeping novel of intrigue and identity, of love and legacy, as a young woman
discovers that her own fate is irrevocably tied—for better or worse—to literature’s
greatest star-crossed lovers. Twenty-five-year-old Julie Jacobs is heartbroken over the
death of her beloved aunt Rose. But the shock goes even deeper when she learns that
the woman who has been like a mother to her has left her entire estate to Julie’s twin
sister. The only thing Julie receives is a key—one carried by her mother on the day she
herself died—to a safety-deposit box in Siena, Italy. This key sends Julie on a journey
that will change her life forever—a journey into the troubled past of her ancestor Giulietta
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Tolomei. In 1340, still reeling from the slaughter of her parents, Giulietta was smuggled
into Siena, where she met a young man named Romeo. Their ill-fated love turned
medieval Siena upside-down and went on to inspire generations of poets and artists,
the story reaching its pinnacle in Shakespeare’s famous tragedy. But six centuries
have a way of catching up to the present, and Julie gradually begins to discover that
here, in this ancient city, the past and present are hard to tell apart. The deeper she
delves into the history of Romeo and Giulietta, and the closer she gets to the treasure
they allegedly left behind, the greater the danger surrounding her—superstitions, ancient
hostilities, and personal vendettas. As Julie crosses paths with the descendants of the
families involved in the unforgettable blood feud, she begins to fear that the notorious
curse—“A plague on both your houses!”—is still at work, and that she is destined to be
its next target. Only someone like Romeo, it seems, could save her from this dreaded
fate, but his story ended long ago. Or did it? Praise for Juliet “One of those rare novels
that have it all . . . I was swept away”—Sara Gruen, author of Water for Elephants
“Juliet leads us on a thrilling treasure hunt through present-day Italy that makes the
classic tragedy itself spellbinding all over again.”—Elle “Boldly imagined, brilliantly
plotted, beautifully described, Juliet will carry you spellbound until the gripping
end.”—Susan Vreeland, author of Clara and Mr. Tiffany “The Shakespearean
scholarship on display is both impressive and well-handled.”—The Washington Post
Shakespeare in Modern English breaks the taboo about Shakespeare’s texts, which
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have long been regarded as sacred and untouchable while being widely and freely
translated into foreign languages. It is designed to make Shakespeare more easily
understood in the theatre without dumbing down or simplifying the content.
Shakespeare’s ‘As You Like It’, ‘Coriolanus’ and ‘The Tempest’ are presented in
Macdonald’s book in modern English. They show that these great plays lose nothing
by being acted or read in the language we all use today. Shakespeare’s language is
poetic, elaborately rich and memorable, but much of it is very difficult to comprehend in
the theatre when we have no notes to explain allusions, obsolete vocabulary and
whimsical humour. Foreign translations of Shakespeare are normally into their modern
language. So why not ours too? The purpose in rendering Shakespeare into modern
English is to enhance the enjoyment and understanding of audiences in the theatre.
The translations are not designed for children or dummies, but for those who want to
understand Shakespeare better, especially in the theatre. Shakespeare in Modern
English will appeal to those who want to understand the rich and poetical language of
Shakespeare in a more comprehensible way. It is also a useful tool for older students
studying Shakespeare.
Shakespeare's tragedy about two teenagers who fall in love, encounter opposition from
their feuding families, and take their own lives.
This book is a translation of German versions of both Hamlet and Romeo and Juliet.
The introductions to each play place these versions of Shakespeare's plays in the
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German context, and offer insights into what we can learn about the original texts from
these translations. English itinerant players toured in northern continental Europe from
the 1580s. Their repertories initially consisted of plays from the London theatre, but
over time the players learnt German, and German players joined the companies, as a
result of which the dramatic texts were adapted and translated into German. A number
of German plays now extant have a direct connection to Shakespeare. Four of them are
so close in plot, character constellation and at times even language to their English
originals that they can legitimately be considered versions of Shakespeare's plays. This
volume offers fully edited translations of two such texts: Der Bestrafte Brudermord /
Fratricide Punished (Hamlet) and Romio und Julieta (Romeo and Juliet). With full
scholarly apparatus, these texts are of seminal interest to all scholars of Shakespeare's
texts, and their transmission over time in print, translation and performance.
You know the story: a tale of star-crossed lovers. It's timeless. It's romantic. It's tragic.
It's...confusing! If only Shakespeare wasn't so Shakespeare, right?! It's not that Shakespeare is
a bad writer--he's obviously one of the greatest; the problem is his plays were written hundreds
of years ago and if you don't understand the context, the plays can be really confusing. If you
are struggling to get through Romeo and Juliet or if you just want a bit more help, then this
book is for you! Inside you will find summaries of each scene, overview of themes and
characters, and even a modern version of the play (right next to the original text, so you can
read it together)! If you wish that Romeo and Juliet were written today (and not hundreds of
years ago), then read on!
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Presents the original text of Shakespeare's play side by side with a modern version, discusses
the author and the theater of his time, and provides quizzes and other study activities.
King Lear descends into madness after foolishly disposing of his estate between two of his
three daughters based on their flattery, bringing tragic consequences for all. Sound like a good
story? It is...if you can understand it. If you have struggled in the past reading Shakespeare,
then BookCaps can help you out. This book is a modern translation of King Lear. The original
text is also presented in the book, along with a comparable version of both text. We all need
refreshers every now and then. Whether you are a student trying to cram for that big final, or
someone just trying to understand a book more, BookCaps can help. We are a small, but
growing company, and are adding titles every month.
Romeo and Juliet is one of the greatest plays ever written--but let's face it..if you don't
understand it, then you are not alone. If you have struggled in the past reading Shakespeare,
then we can help you out. Our books and apps have been used and trusted by millions of
students worldwide. Plain and Simple English books, let you see both the original and the
modern text (modern text is underneath in italics)--so you can enjoy Shakespeare, but have
help if you get stuck on a passage.
Over two million Shakespeare Shorts sold! Discover the world of Shakespeare with this
collection of brilliant stories - perfect for readers of all ages. When Romeo and Juliet meet at a
masked ball it's love at first sight. But their families are sworn enemies, and the very next day a
deadly brawl breaks out between the Montagues and Capulets. Young Romeo is caught up in
the fighting and as punishment is banished from the city - and sent away from Juliet for ever...
A beautiful retelling of Shakespeare's most famous love story.
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Romeo and Juliet is one of the greatest plays ever wrote--but let's face it..if you don't
understand it, then you are not alone. If you have struggled in the past reading Shakespeare,
then BookCaps can help you out. This book is a modern translation of Romeo and Juliet. The
original text is also presented in the book, along with a comparable version of both text--so you
can read each, side by side.
Ovid's magnificent panorama of the Greek and Roman myths-presented by a noted poet,
scholar, and critic. Prized through the ages for its splendor and its savage, sophisticated wit,
The Metamorphoses is a masterpiece of Western culture-the first attempt to link all the Greek
myths, before and after Homer, in a cohesive whole, to the Roman myths of Ovid's day.
Horace Gregory, in this modern translation, turns his own poetic gifts toward a deft
reconstruction of Ovid's ancient themes, using contemporary idiom to bring to today's reader
all the ageless drama and psychological truths vividly intact.
Enter CAPULET, PARIS and SERVANT.CAPULET.But Montague is bound as well as I, In
penalty alike; and 'tis not hard, I think, For men so old as we to keep the peace.PARIS.Of
honourable reckoning are you both, And pity 'tis you liv'd at odds so long.But now my lord,
what say you to my suit?CAPULET.But saying o'er what I have said before.My child is yet a
stranger in the world, She hath not seen the change of fourteen years;Let two more summers
wither in their prideEre we may think her ripe to be a bride.PARIS.Younger than she are happy
mothers made.CAPULET.And too soon marr'd are those so early made.The earth hath
swallowed all my hopes but she, She is the hopeful lady of my earth: But woo her, gentle Paris,
get her heart, My will to her consent is but a part;And she agree, within her scope of choiceLies
my consent and fair according voice.This night I hold an old accustom'd feast, Whereto I have
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invited many a guest, Such as I love, and you among the store, One more, most welcome,
makes my number more.At my poor house look to behold this nightEarth-treading stars that
make dark heaven light: Such comfort as do lusty young men feelWhen well apparell'd April on
the heelOf limping winter treads, even such delightAmong fresh female buds shall you this
nightInherit a
Presents the original text of Shakespeare's play side by side with a modern version.
Presents the original play with a modern adaptation on facing pages. This line-by-line
translation helps students transition from the adaptation to the original text. Parallel Text.
Now You Too Can Understand Shakespeare. Modern English side-by-side with original text
includes study notes and stage directions. For the first time collected in one volume,
Shakespeare's original play side-by-side with an accurate line-by-line modern English
translation, along with stage directions, study notes and historical facts to aid understanding.
The original innuendos, political satire, puns and bawdy humour are retained, bringing the work
to life for scholars, students, actors prepping for a performance, or lovers of the work to enjoy
today without flicking back and forth for lengthy explanations. Additional study notes by former
QI researcher and translation verified by historical consultant to the BBC and major movie
companies. As an eight year old boy, SJ Hills read the first part of a simplified version of
Macbeth in a children's comic. He rushed to the library to finish the story only to learn he
couldn't understand the original work. So began a lifelong dream of making Shakespeare
understandable for all, down the the smallest detail, enlisting the help of the world's most
renowned researchers from BBC TV series, QI, to aid him. Please note - this work may not be
suitable for readers under 12 years old due to bawdy innuendo. See also Macbeth Translated
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by SJ Hills.
This book is a translation of Romeo and Juliet by William Shakespeare, given differing cultural
assumptions, and changes in the English language. It also includes passages from Hamlet,
Macbeth, Titus Andronicus and Antony and Cleopatra.
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